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Abstract—Indoor location services have become an increas-
ingly important part of our everyday lives in recent years. Despite
the numerous benefits these services offer, serious concerns have
arisen about the privacy of users’ locations. Adversaries can
monitor user-requested locations in order to obtain sensitive
information such as shopping patterns. Many users of indoor
spaces want their movements and locations to be kept private so
as not to reveal their visit to a particular zone inside buildings.
Research on semantic indoor trajectory-based human movement
data has primarily focused on finding routes without taking into
account the protection of privacy. Hence, the servers on which
trajectory data is stored are not completely secure. In this paper,
we propose a semantic privacy inference preservation algorithm
for an indoor trajectory that can issue pathfinding and navigation
instructions while achieving good privacy protection of moving
entities by generating ambiguous trajectory. The simulation of the
proposed semantic indoor privacy algorithm was implemented in
MATLAB.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the widespread usage of smartphones, mobile crowd-
sensing is now recognized as a promising means of collecting
diverse and heterogeneous trajectory data for moving objects.
This is especially useful for modeling human mobility patterns
in either indoor or outdoor urban environments. The popularity
of mobile positioning devices has resulted in the creation
of several location-based services (LBSs) as well as vast
volumes of locational data. Location-based services (LBSs)
are being used in an increasing number of areas and have
become an integral part of modern life [1, 2, 3]. Demand for
location-based services is gradually extending from outdoors to
indoors. Researchers and enterprises are increasingly interested
in “indoor positioning systems (IPS)” and “indoor localization
systems (ILS)” because they offer significant commercial
opportunities for implementing indoor positioning, mapping,
and navigation [4, 5].

Human mobility may be considered as a trajectory across a
variety of indoor or outdoor spaces, each with its own distinct
characteristics. While many studies have been conducted on
outdoor trajectories, research has revealed that people spend
more than 87% of their lifetime indoors in places such as
shopping malls, airport terminals, and conference offices [6, 7,
8]. However, few studies have been conducted on safeguarding
the privacy of indoor user trajectories. Instead, the emphasis
has been on ensuring user privacy in outdoor environments
despite the fact that most of our time is spent indoors where
the same privacy issues apply.

Recognizing the promise of indoor LBSs, large technology

corporations, governments, research institutions, and start-ups
are making significant investments in this technology. While
such technologies promise to make our lives easier, the privacy
issues linked with indoor LBSs have raised many concerns,
as the data they acquire is often sensitive and needs to be
safeguarded. Indeed, misusing location data can result in the
revealing of sensitive personal information about a user, such
as personal interests and lifestyle habits. For example, users
may want to visit stores while keeping their moves private,
as an invasion of privacy can be exploited for advertising,
spreading rumors, or other unauthorized or malicious purposes.
Therefore, the protection of users’ trajectories in indoor envi-
ronments is critical.

Trajectory-based operations involving spatiotemporal data
of moving objects are becoming increasingly essential in re-
lated research and applications. This is because it provides in-
sight into human movement and has the potential to recognize
patterns and predict future behavior. Over the past few years,
several researchers have introduced a series of data models
for semantic trajectories in indoor environments. However, the
studies on semantic indoor trajectory-based human movement
data have focused mainly on finding routes without considering
the protection of privacy.

In this paper, we propose a solution that enables pathfinding
and navigation instructions while achieving good privacy pro-
tection for moving entities by generating ambiguous trajecto-
ries. Semantic Web technologies provide strong representation
tools for ubiquitous applications [9, 10, 11]. With location-
based services and Semantic Web standards, trajectories can
be linked and semantically annotated more easily, resulting
in semantic trajectory descriptions. In this paper, we introduce
semantic spatial ontology, which models indoor routing system
needs while taking into account the protection of privacy. The
contributions of this paper are as follows:

- Integrating semantic ontology/knowledge graphs and
semantic privacy inference into indoor location-based
services to improve accuracy and enrich navigation
instructions with preserving the privacy of the user.

- Generating an ambiguous trajectory achieves privacy
protection by safeguarding the actual trajectory of
moving objects.

This paper has the following structure. Section II reviews
the relevant literature and research on indoor routing and
indoor/outdoor spatial privacy. Section III presents an overview
of ontology modeling languages for the Semantic Web. Section
IV describes the proposed semantic indoor trajectory privacy
preservation algorithm. The architecture is comprised of two-
level components: a semantic spatial ontology model for
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indoor routing, and semantic ambiguous trajectory privacy
inference preservation. Detailed explanations of each of the
architecture’s components are provided in Section IV. Section
V provides a motivation example and validation experiment
for the proposed semantic indoor trajectory privacy preserva-
tion algorithm. Section VI summarizes the paper and offers
suggestions for future research directions.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section describes the relevant literature and research
on indoor routing and spatial privacy in both indoor and
outdoor environments. Several studies have explored indoor
routing and have conducted studies to determine the algorithms
that are most effective for indoor routing and navigation, Fig.
1.

Fig. 1. Example of indoor navigation.

Parulian et al. [12] developed an indoor navigation system
with guiding assistance depending on user location and desired
destination. Dionti et al. [13] presented a three-dimensional
space routing system implementation that represents data as
an undirected graph with three-dimensional properties. The
study compared four algorithms to determine which offered the
shortest path in three dimensions. “The four algorithms are the
Dijkstra Algorithm, A* Algorithm, Bellman-Ford Algorithm,
and Floyd-Warshall Algorithm”.

Alamri et al. [14] proposed an indoor multi-user routing
algorithm for social distancing by considering and predict-
ing user locations. The proposed indoor multi-user routing
architecture consists of several components, including “indoor
data structure, routing selection algorithm, density mechanism
algorithm, and predictive routing algorithm”. Dionti et al. [15]
created a prototype routing system between buildings that
combined outdoor and indoor routing systems.

Also, indoor navigation has been studied using semantic
ontologies. The IndoorGML and BIGML data model have

been applied to model indoor spatial information [16, 17].
Building Topology Ontology (BOT) was proposed to the W3C
community group for Linked Building Data as “a simple
ontology covering the core concepts of a building” [18].

Ontologies containing semantic representations of navi-
gation path components were presented by Alamri [4] for
an indoor navigation system with reasoning functionalities.
The proposed system can be employed in navigation systems
for route finding and presentation, along with crowd-density
monitoring. ONALIN is an indoor routing ontology and algo-
rithm that specifically takes into consideration the American
Disability Act (ADA), presented by Doubts et al. [19].

Anagnostopoulos et al. [20] presented a hybrid modeling
method for user navigation, called “OntoNav”, that incorpo-
rates geometric and semantic information, as well as an on-
tological framework for processing routing requests. Sriharee
[21] developed an ontology for indoor navigation based on
symbolic information specified in Web Ontology Language
(OWL). Wang et al. [22] proposed an ontology for expressing
indoor navigation models using semantic location information.

Lee et al. [23] suggested ontology-based semantic queries
to investigate indoor activities in a university environment.
Yang et al. [24] investigated the use of ontologies for seamless
navigation in both indoor and outdoor environments. Kim et al.
[25] developed a spatiotemporal context-awareness knowledge
model meant to recognize user objectives and help users when
several paths are involved, such as hospital tasks.

Zlatanova and Liu [26] developed an indoor navigation
space model (INSM) that uses semantic information to create
connectivity graphs for buildings and identify several types
of building spaces, such as inaccessible obstacles. Park et
al. [27] built an expanded data model to assist persons with
disabilities with indoor navigation by describing the relevant
properties and relationships between PWD mobility and indoor
environments. The IndoorGML application is used to support
route planning that takes into account information regarding
obstacles.

Maheshwari et al. [28] created an ontology for indoor
places that considers both semantic and geometric properties.
On the basis of this ontology, a space semantic model is
developed, which can be used in a variety of applications. Li
et al. [29] presented an indoor space dimensional model that
allows for barrier-free path-finding by combining geometric,
topological, and semantic layers.

All these recent works focus on data models and algorithms
for indoor routing to support navigation systems for route
finding and presentation. However, the collected data is usually
sensitive, so the privacy issues raised by indoor routing are
extensive. In fact, misuse of indoor location data can lead to
the disclosure of sensitive personal information about users,
such as personal interests and lifestyles.

Many works have been developed that focus on the privacy
of moving objects’ paths in outdoor environments. According
to Wu et al. [30], location pair reorganization can be used
to protect trajectory privacy. Differential privacy is a new
privacy-preserving technology based on data distortion that
secures sensitive data while maintaining statistical features by
introducing random noise to data [31, 32, 33, 34]. Wang et
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al. [35] generate dummy trajectories by rotating the user’s
real trajectory at the specified rotation point. Shaham et al.
[36] choose dummy locations that have the same posterior
probability as the real places.

Some studies have been concerned about related privacy-
preserving methods in indoor positioning systems. Kim et
al. [37] proposed a privacy protection strategy for indoor
positioning. This approach suggests the usage of an application
that changes the phone’s MAC address on a regular basis.
They choose this approach to protect the user’s privacy by not
revealing his or her identification to the server. Li et al. [38]
introduced noise into user fingerprint data using differential
privacy. Furthermore, differential privacy has been applied
to data obfuscation approaches to generalize and specialize
user fingerprints [39, 40]. Sazdar et al. [41] proposed creating
dummy places to safeguard users’ location privacy. Zhao et al.
[42] presented a paradigm-driven privacy protection framework
for indoor localization based on local differential privacy.
A comprehensive review was presented in [43] for indoor
localization, which analyzes previous studies on user privacy
on devices, in data transmission, and on servers.

To the best of our knowledge, the studies on semantic
indoor trajectory-based human mobility data have focused
mostly on finding routes without taking the privacy issue into
account. We are the first to consider user trajectory privacy in
a semantic ontology-based indoor spatial information model.
This paper incorporates semantic ontology and semantic pri-
vacy inference into indoor location-based services to improve
accuracy and enrich navigation instructions with preserving
the privacy of the user by generating an ambiguous trajectory.
Users’ sensitive points are identified and use random candidate
points to replace them for a pruning process. Consequently, a
protected semantic trajectory database is created that preserves
semantic consistency and resembles the original semantic
route while maintaining various levels of user privacy. In
terms of semantic indoor privacy, the proposed algorithm has
advantages. An option is provided for users to select whether
privacy protection should be activated. The system also can
ensure the privacy of moving objects in indoor environments
by generating an ambiguous trajectory based on sensitive
zones/points, which prevents an attacker from knowing the true
route of a user. This can help the user preserve the privacy of
his or her movements, as a breach of privacy could be used
for advertising, propagating rumors, or other illegal objectives.

III. SEMANTIC WEB: THE CONCEPT OF ONTOLOGY

The concept of the Semantic Web indicates the objective of
encoding information in a way that both humans and computer
systems can understand [44, 45, 46]. This includes creating
new ways to represent increasingly complex knowledge for
true semantic interoperability. Hence, paradigms for operating
the Semantic Web require the formal definition of domain
models. These formal models (referred to as ontologies) should
contain a clearer and more effective description of the terms
used and their relationships than the metadata [47, 48].

Ontologies have brought new ways of representing knowl-
edge, adding the ability to derive new knowledge not explicitly
derived from the analysis of existing data. This gives the
system a more efficient way of reasoning and a common way

of representing knowledge across different systems working
towards the same goal. The World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) has established the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) as ”the standard paradigm for data exchange on the
Web” [45, 46, 49, 50, 51, 52].

These considerations drive our decision to base our knowl-
edge model on semantic web concepts and technology. Our
work focuses on semantics in order to improve the proposed
system with such capabilities. It serves as a semantic mid-
dleware, interlinking, capturing, and providing results. This is
shown by the ontology component, in which diverse content
is homogenized and stored locally in accordance with RDF
triples within a knowledge base. More specifically, the model
is employed using RDF edge-labeled graph, Fig. 2. With
RDF, heterogeneous data can be integrated with different
underlying schemas and distributed graphs can be represented
semantically with the relevant reasoning capabilities.

Fig. 2. RDF edge-labeled graph.

IV. SEMANTIC INDOOR TRAJECTORY PRIVACY
PRESERVATION ALGORITHM

The proposed model architecture has been presented in
Fig. 3. The architecture is comprised of two-level components:
a semantic spatial ontology model for indoor routing, and
semantic ambiguous trajectory privacy inference preservation.
Each of the architecture’s components is explained in more
detail as follows:

In the top-level, a spatial ontology model is a routing sys-
tem implemented in buildings and responsible for selecting the
most accessible navigation path for users. The major issue with
the spatial ontology routing model is understanding how to
create the data structure that describes an indoor environment
(Fig. 4). The increasing complexity of indoor spaces demands
that the data model for indoor space’s semantic division be
able to handle efficiently the various features that are likely to
be found in complex indoor spaces.

In the indoor space depicted in Fig. 4, it would be straight-
forward for a user to determine the optimal path from R1 to R2
within a building. However, the computer requires an accurate
data structure that can describe corridors, rooms, and stair-
cases. The semantic ontology of indoor space representation
is depicted in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 3. Proposed system architecture.

Fig. 4. Indoor space illustration.

Fig. 5. Semantic ontology of indoor space.

The model presents a semantic model for indoor space
that contains both syntactic and semantic information about
spaces. In this model, the semantically enhanced representation
of indoor space that we propose is a layered multigraph. Its
node classes represent indoor spatial spaces symbolically, and
its edges provide topological connection information between
those spaces. Static semantic information about the indoor
space is represented via node classes and attributes that relate
to it, as well as node-edge layering. This is determined by
the shape of the space, its connectivity with other spaces, and
its functional features. We defined two main semantic node
classes for the indoor space taxonomy. In order to show the
overall hierarchy of floors inside a building, indoor zone space
is the primary subclass to which the room and floor. The other
is connector space which indicates the connection between the
indoor zone and the different floors. The specific semantic
partition model is defined as:

• Indoor zone space
◦ Room
◦ Floor

• Connector space
◦ Corridor
◦ Stair
◦ Door
◦ Elevator
◦ Escalator

Definition 1 (Taxonomy of Indoor Space): The ontology for
indoor space taxonomy consists of two main ontology classes:
“Indoor zone ∧ connector”,

- “Indoor zone space” specifies the major subclass to
which the room and floor belong in order to describe
the overall hierarchy of floors within a building.

- “The connector space” indicates the link between
the indoor zone and the various floors.
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Definition 2 (User Route): A user route, which consists of a
series of sample points, is usually associated with a specific
moving object as Tri= (Ps, cpi · · · cpn, Pd) where:

- Ps identifies the moving object current point/zone
location.

- cpi · · · cpn represents the obtained trajectory connec-
tion points.

- Pd identifies the end point (destination zone).

The system can receive two inputs: the first provides
the current point/zone location, and the second contains the
location of the endpoint zone of the user’s destination. The
system then presents the user with routes from the starting
point to the destination. An algorithm for building a routing
approach for an indoor environment can be summarized as the
pseudo-code shown in Algorithm 1. Once the best route has
been followed and the user reaches the endpoint, the system
will begin protecting privacy if the user requests privacy
protection.

In the lower level, semantic ambiguous trajectory privacy
inference preservation is employed to safeguard the actual
trajectory of moving objects. The result is a protected semantic
trajectory database that preserves semantic consistency and a
form resembling the original semantic route while meeting
various user privacy requirements.

Definition 3. A privacy level is defined as P = Privacy level,
Privacy level ∈ [high, nil].

Specifically, the privacy level is organized into two levels:
Nil privacy (nil), and High privacy (high). Privacy level acts as
a confidence level to register path. In the case of nil privacy, the
actual trajectory of the moving object is registered. With high
privacy, the user achieves privacy protection by safeguarding
the actual trajectory of moving objects.

Our goal is to protect the sensitive points while still
publishing a trajectory, albeit one consisting of a sequence of
ambiguous points. The general idea of semantic ambiguous tra-
jectory privacy is that an adversary with access to the protected
semantic trajectories database comes to the same conclusion
as whether an individual’s trajectory data is included in the
database or not. If ambiguous trajectory privacy is achieved
in publishing trajectory data, it can assure the user that the
released data will not leak his/her privacy whether or not
his/her trajectory is in the database. Also, ambiguous trajectory
data is published to confuse adversaries due to their similar
shape and semantic attributes. When a user wants his or her
trajectory’s privacy inferences to be protected, the algorithm
will collect trajectory data for the user from a data-centric
semantic trajectory. First, to protect the privacy of this user’s
trajectory, we replace two connection points - the starting point
and the destination point - with other random points.

Then, in the ambiguous trajectory generation stage, we
map these two points by matching them with other random
candidate semantic points (from the same or next level) and
assume that they have the same semantic attribute. Finally,
the algorithm will reconstruct the fake user trajectory by re-
placing all sensitive points. In this way, the semantic-protected

trajectory database that is published will contain a sequence
of ambiguous points.

The ambiguous trajectory generation method involves tra-
jectory processing based on sensitive zones/points and other
semantic information to prevent an attacker from determining
the user’s actual trajectory. The most common targets are the
start-end points. There are two types of ambiguity-generation
methods: trajectory segment pruning and ambiguity trajectory
reconstruction. The pruning method eliminates sensitive points
from the trajectory segment and uses random candidate points
from the semantic bridge category to replace the corresponding
start and stop points.

Semantic mappings between different location points
are expressed via a semantic bridge category. To formalize
this concept, we provide the following definition. Each
location point is formalized with a prefix index in order to
make it distinct from the others. For example, we use the i
prefix to show the original start/end location point. Similarly,
we use the j prefix index to signify the candidate location point.

Definition 4 (Semantic Bridge Category): The semantic
bridge category can be expressed as: Mapping Psi ▷−→ Psj ∧
Pdi ▷−→ Pdj where:

- Psi and Pdi identify original start and end
zones/points.

- Psj and Pdj identify random start and end
zones/points.

- ▷−→ is the mapping bridge between points.

The proposed trajectory reconstruction algorithm is demon-
strated in Algorithm 1. First, we locate a starting point in the
trajectory segment Psi. Similarly, we locate an end point Pdi

on the segment and generate mapping bridge between these
location points based on semantic bridge category Psi ▷−→ Psj ∧
Pdi ▷−→ Pdj . We generate a certain number of connection points
on the segment (Psj , cpj · · · cpn, Pdj). Various trajectory
segments can be obtained. Finally, we utilize the trajectory
segment Psj · · · Pdj to replace the original trajectory segment.
Subsequently, a new trajectory segment is created, thereby
protecting user privacy. These trajectories are illustrated in Fig.
6.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

In this section, we use a software engineering strategy and
validation experiments to ascertain the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm. The experiment test cases are designed
to test ontology-based spatial information and ambiguous tra-
jectory generation for privacy protection. For this experiment,
using the indoor space ontology, we created a virtual dataset
corresponding to a hypothetical two-floor building.

Assume a user visits a building for the first time and
wishes to be directed to a certain zone without disclosing
her/his location to the building’s manager or any other party.
This situation is common in, for example, malls, airports,
hospitals, and university campuses. It necessitates the use
of an autonomous application running on the user’s mobile
terminal that can provide the necessary location data as well
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Fig. 6. Deriving a new trajectory segment.

as the information required for the generation of navigation
directions.

We give an example of the simulation of the proposed
privacy routing algorithm. Examples of the routes are shown
in Fig. 7 and 8. Here, moving object oi wants to visit zone
Pd23 and her/his start position was zone Ps18. Based on the
trajectory connection points from Ps18 · · · Pd23, the expected
route Ps18, cp12, cp13, cp1, cp2, cp3, cp4, zone Pd23 or Ps18,
cp11, cp10, cp9, cp8, cp7, cp6, cp5, cp4, zone Pd23. The user
o1 can reach the zone by following one of these routes. When
the user uses the optimal route and reaches the endpoint, our
proposed algorithm is meant to ensure privacy protection.

Fig. 7. The route to room/zone d23.

The system generates an ambiguous trajectory and recon-
structs it to create new segments of the trajectory for the user.
It generates a mapping bridge between start/end location points
and computes new traversable routes between two new points.
Fig. 9 shows the route of validation on MATLAB, from the
current position to zone Pd23. Fig. 10 shows a new trajectory
segment that has been produced by the system for the user,
thereby protecting user privacy.

Fig. 8. The connection points to zone d23.

Fig. 9. Validate regular path under MATLAB.

Fig. 10. Validate fake path under MATLAB.
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Algorithm 1: Semantic Privacy Inference Preserva-
tion Algorithm
1 Begin

Input: Psi: initial node, Pdi the destination node,
O: the ontology knowledge

Output: Tr: trajectories from Psi → Pdi

2 Procedure generate routes from Psi → Pdi

3 Function main()
4 Tr[] = ∅; // list of Trajectories
5 Route = BuildRoute(Pdi);
6 Tr[] = Route;
7 Privacy level = PrivacyInference();
8 Function BuildRoute(dest)
9 explored[] = ∅; //list of explored route segment

10 initial = Psi;
11 insert Psi in explored;
12 if initial == dest then
13 return initial;
14 end
15 foreach i ← 0 len(dest) -1 do
16 find connect points of nodes;
17 initS = Psi;
18 destD= Pdi;
19 Routing.merge(verticalPassage(initS,

destD))
20 end
21 Function verticalPassage(initS, destD,

explored[])
22 RouteSegment= explored[];
23 if initS.floor = destD.floor then
24 cp = selectcp(initS.floor); // select all cp in

the unit of destD
25 sort using EuclideanDistance(initS, cp);
26 destD = cp;
27 RouteSegment.merge(initS,destD);
28 end
29 else
30 select cp that connect to the other floor
31 newD= destD.unit.get(destD.floor);
32 RouteSegment.merge(initS,newD, destD);
33 end
34 Tr[] ← explored[i]
35 check another route Extra Route();
36 Function Extra_Route()
37 if y adjacent to the Psi then
38 foreach y do
39 Find y not in RouteSegment;
40 update y to the new route:

explored[i+ 1]
41 Tr[] ← explored[i+ 1]
42 end
43 end

The results demonstrate that the proposed semantic indoor
privacy method has advantages. It enables the user to choose
whether or not to activate privacy protection. It can also
protect the trajectory of moving entities in indoor environments
by employing an ambiguous trajectory generation mechanism
based on sensitive zones/points and other semantic information
to prevent an attacker from determining the user’s actual route.

44
45 Function PrivacyInference()
46 if Privacy level = nil then
47 Generate and store original user trajectory
48 end
49 else
50 if user reached → Pdi then
51 Activate ambiguous trajectories

generation stage
52 Find a start/endpoints in the trajectory

segment: Psi, Pdi

53 Generate mapping
−−−−−−→

Bridge Category
54 Psi ▷−→ Psj

55 Pdi ▷−→ Pdj

56 Compute traversable routes between
two new points: Psj · · · Pdj

57 Trj = (Psj , cpj · · · cpn, Pdj)
58 Derive new trajectory segment
59 end
60 end
61 end

This can assist the user to protect the privacy of his or her
movements, as a breach of privacy could be exploited for
advertising, spreading rumors, or other unauthorized purposes.
In the future, more research will be conducted to improve the
experiment. A comparison with similar approaches is provided.
Furthermore, we would like to assess its effectiveness and
performance in recreating user trajectory through real-world
usage.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed an algorithm for safeguarding
the semantic privacy inference of entities moving within indoor
environments. Previous studies on the privacy of spatial trajec-
tory have focused mostly on outdoor environments, whereas
this work focuses exclusively on indoor environments. The
proposed algorithm finds the best route for users while preserv-
ing their privacy and offering the user the choice to activate
privacy protection. The proposed privacy solution involves the
generation of an ambiguous trajectory generation based on
sensitive zones/points and other semantic information to pre-
vent an attacker from determining the user’s actual trajectory
in an indoor environment. By means of this algorithm, users
can easily find a specific place in a building and achieve
adequate privacy protection as the algorithm conceals the
user’s trajectory.

It is anticipated that future studies will improve on the
experiment described in this research and conduct related
experiments in an actual indoor space environment. Addition-
ally, several challenges need to be addressed. We intend to
evaluate the impact of the overall performance of the proposed
algorithm on the reconstruction of user trajectory.
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